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The goal of the circular economy (CE) is to transition from today’s take-make-waste

linear pattern of production and consumption to a circular system in which the societal

value of products, materials, and resources is maximized over time. Yet circularity

in and of itself does not ensure social, economic, and environmental performance

(i.e., sustainability). Sustainability of CE strategies needs to be measured against

their linear counterparts to identify and avoid strategies that increase circularity yet

lead to unintended externalities. The state of the practice in quantitatively comparing

sustainability impacts of circular to linear systems is one of experimentation with various

extant methods developed in other fields and now applied here. While the proliferation

of circularity metrics has received considerable attention, to-date, there is no critical

review of the methods and combinations of methods that underlie those metrics and

that specifically quantify sustainability impacts of circular strategies. Our critical review

herein analyzes identified methods according to six criteria: temporal resolution, scope,

data requirements, data granularity, capacity for measuring material efficiency potentials,

and sustainability completeness. Results suggest that the industrial ecology and complex

systems science fields could prove complementary when assessing the sustainability of

the transition to a CE. Both fields include quantitative methods differing primarily with

regard to their inclusion of temporal aspects and material efficiency potentials. Moreover,

operations research methods such as multiple-criteria decision-making (MCDM) may

alleviate the common contradictions which often exist between circularity metrics. This

review concludes by suggesting guidelines for selecting quantitative methods most

appropriate to a particular research question and making the argument that while there

are a variety of existing methods, additional research is needed to combine existing

methods and develop a more holistic approach for assessing sustainability impacts of

CE strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Driven in part by the growth of renewable energy technologies
and the expansion of information and communication
technologies, the demand for critical materials is rising (Graedel
and Cao, 2010; Knoeri et al., 2013; Deetman et al., 2018). It is
estimated that between 2015 and 2060, demand for materials
will increase by 87,000% for electric vehicles, 1,000% for wind

power, and 3,000% for photovoltaics (PV) (Sovacool et al., 2020).

Minerals and metals are essential to the low-carbon transition,
but researchers and policy-makers warn that increased use
of such materials should not aggravate social and ecological
problems (Sovacool et al., 2020). In the information and
communication technologies sector and others, growing demand
is also seen as a primary cause of material scarcity (PWC, 2011).
This is because the modus operandi of most industries and
society are based on a linear view of the economy, following
patterns of production and consumption where resources are
extracted to manufacture products which are then discarded
at the end of their useful life—the so-called “take-make-waste”
linear economic model (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2020).
The linear model is a cause of and exacerbates material scarcity
(Lieder and Rashid, 2016; Sovacool et al., 2020). By contrast, a
circular economy (CE) is viewed as an economic model capable
of solving challenges of increasing demand and materials scarcity
by departing from a linear view of the economy and encouraging
the reduction and re-use of products and materials, therefore
decoupling economic growth from resource depletion (Stahel,
2016; Linder et al., 2017). The successful implementation of
the CE could, in principle, benefit both the global natural
environment and economy. The CE aims to maximally retain
economic value in products, materials, and resources over time
(Kalmykova et al., 2018). It has been estimated, for instance,
that CE could annually generate 1 trillion USD globally (over
the linear economy) (Korhonen et al., 2018) and that in the
European Union (EU) alone, resource efficiency stemming from
applying CE concepts could save between 8 and 15% of EU
primary energy consumption (Mehlhart et al., 2016).

While the origin of the CE concept is often assigned to D. W.
Pearce and R. K. Turner book, Economics of natural resources and
the environment in 1990 (Pearce and Turner, 1990), it has gained
momentum since 2010 due to the efforts of the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013) and others
(World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2020;
World Economic Forum, 2020). Over the past decade, a growing
body of research has been published on the topic of CE,
and several literature reviews summarize research findings and
provide further guidance. Ghisellini et al. (2016) were among the
first to conduct an extensive review of the CE literature, including
a review of CE metrics (Ghisellini et al., 2016). Many reviews
have been performed since then and the most salient ones are
presented here, along with their limitations.

Most reviews have focused on CE metrics proposing different
ways of analyzing them. Iacovidou et al. (2017), for instance,
reviewed CE metrics according to the environmental, economic,
social, and technical dimensions of the CE while the taxonomy
proposed by Saidani et al. (2019) involves 10 criteria such as

the analysis scale, the intended use of the metric and its origin.
Parchomenko et al. (2019), in turn, identified 63 metrics for
assessing CE sustainability and defined their main characteristics.
They further characterized the metrics with their relevance to
24 characteristics of the CE. For example, among the 24 key
CE features identified, waste elimination is the most recurrent
since 44 of the 63 evaluation methods and tools1 take waste into
account in their calculation method. Taking a different approach,
Moraga et al. (2019) proposed a classification framework to
examine 20 product-level metrics. They conclude that existing
metrics are limited because they do not include aspects related to
consumer behavior (e.g., multifunctionality or product sharing)
and the socio-institutional changes that are needed for certain CE
strategies (e.g., product sharing). Although the above-highlighted
reviews discuss methods that can be used to assess the CE to
some degree, their main focus is on metrics: metric selection
(Iacovidou et al., 2017; Moraga et al., 2019; Saidani et al., 2019)
and guidance for further metrics development (Parchomenko
et al., 2019). Metrics, however, are generated from methods and,
thus, investigating the methods that have been applied to study
the CE could provide further guidance for research and support
the development of more adequate metrics. As the literature
reviews show, different metrics have different dimensions (e.g.,
evaluating the environmental or social impacts of a system),
which are rooted in the methods that generate them (Iacovidou
et al., 2017; Sassanelli et al., 2019).

More recently, Kristensen and Mosgaard (2020) conducted a
review of 30 micro-scale circularity measurement tools that can
be applied at the product and enterprise-level (Kristensen and
Mosgaard, 2020). Their results show that most of the metrics
(21) focus on a selected aspect of CE and thus fail to capture
the whole variety of strategies that could increase circularity.
Conversely, they conclude that multidimensional methods lack
pragmatism in their use (Kristensen and Mosgaard, 2020). Other
literature reviews have focused on economic models that have
been developed to study the CE (Bigano et al., 2016; Winning
et al., 2017), on analyzing different circular business models
(Bocken et al., 2019) and circular processes (Schetters et al., 2014),
and on the different approaches employed by researchers when
studying the CE (Merli et al., 2018). Although Merli et al. (2018)
mention some of the methods and tools that have been used
in CE research, their analysis is limited—e.g., to understand the
strengths and weaknesses of each method—as they are not the
primary focus of the study.

Focusing on methods—rather than metrics—Sassanelli et al.
(2019) conducted the first and to-date, only systematic literature
review of CE assessment methods. Their analysis included more
than 10 different methods. The authors found that many CE
studies strive to include several lifecycle stages in the analysis and
that most methods are only focusing on the environmental aspect
of sustainability. Moreover, their analysis confirms the findings of
Parchomenko et al. (2019) that the use of materials is the variable
that is most often studied in the literature on CE assessment. This
result is explained both by the nature of the CE concept and the

1Understood here as a collection of methods or a packaging of methods in a way

that makes it easily accessible to others.
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methods that havemost often been used to investigate it: life cycle
assessment andmaterial flow analysis (Sassanelli et al., 2019). The
authors also highlight the importance of CE assessment methods
to enable analysis both on system and product levels and consider
the large number of different variables that compose the entire
lifecycle of a system. The study concludes that further research is
therefore needed to determine how a holistic methodology could
be developed to include all sustainability aspects of a given system
(environmental, social and economic) including its full life cycle
and assess its circularity. The review, however, does not provide
relevant information such as the scope of the analysis covered by
each method or combination of methods or whether dynamical
aspects are included, which could help guide future CE research.

As already highlighted, because most reviews focus on metrics
and tools [see, for instance (Iacovidou et al., 2017; Moraga
et al., 2019; Saidani et al., 2019) rather than methods (with
the exception of Sassanelli et al. (2019)], they fail to provide
clear guidance for the selection of methods that underpin
the metrics and tools used to study the CE. Given so many
options of research methods to assess the sustainability of CE
strategies, as well as the diversity of application scales and other
elements such as temporal aspects, there is a need for guidance
about which method (or combination of methods or tool) are
best suited to assess particular CE-related research questions.
It is relevant to ask, for instance, what is the scope of the
analysis covered by each method, whether dynamical aspects
are included, or their ability to model consumer behaviors and
socio-institutional changes that are needed to accomplish the
transition to a more circular economy. As shown herein, there
is currently no approach specifically designed to quantitatively
assess the sustainability of the transition toward a more circular
economy and, thus, various methods from different fields have
been applied for that purpose. It is quite a critical matter as
increased circularity does not necessarily lead to sustainability
benefits [e.g., if a material with recycled content cause more
environmental impacts than another virgin material (Vendries
et al., 2020) or if recycling is done informally, causing health and
social impacts (Umair et al., 2013; Arushanyan et al., 2014)]. In
light of these shortcomings, it is also pertinent to ask whether new
methods should be developed to quantitively assess the benefits
of the CE to sustainability [as Sassanelli et al. (2019) suggested]
or if combining methods from different fields could be sufficient.
Thus, the objectives of this paper are to:

• Critically analyze the literature to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the methods used to quantitatively assess the
sustainability of CE strategies,

• Classify what types of research questions are best addressed by
which methods

• Ascertain whether the development of new circularity
assessment method(s) is needed.

REVIEW METHOD AND ANALYSIS
FRAMEWORK

This article reviews methods that quantify the sustainability
aspects of CE strategies. The scope of the review spans

from 2000 to 2020 and comprises articles mainly from the
industrial ecology and complex systems science fields (Figure 1).
To collect the articles in this review, a Scopus search was
performed using keyword combinations of the word “circular
economy” and the names of the following eight main assessment
methods: life cycle assessment, input-output analysis, material
flow analysis, emergy/exergy analysis, system dynamics, discrete
event simulation, agent-based modeling, and operations research
(Figure 1). The industrial ecology and complex systems science
fields were chosen based on a preliminary review of the CE
literature (Ghali et al., 2017; Merli et al., 2018; Franco, 2019;
Moraga et al., 2019; Sassanelli et al., 2019). The selection of
keywords for the Scopus search also follows from this preliminary
review and is based on the frequency of use and analysis of the
methods mentioned in the reviewed publications.

The reader is referred to the results section for a brief
description of each assessment method, which is provided prior
to an examination of examples from the CE literature for each
assessment method. Moreover, the Supplementary Materials

further provide conceptual representation and mathematical
foundations of some of the reviewed methods. A total of
824 articles were found in Scopus. Although more than
eight assessment methods have been applied to study circular
strategies, the purpose of this review is not to be exhaustive but
to give an overview and guidance about the methods that have
been used most commonly to study circular strategies. Moreover,
the review is not systematic as it would have been burdensome
to analyze all published articles from specific fields (e.g., the
keyword combination of “circular economy” and “life cycle
assessment” yields 476 results on the Scopus database) without
necessarily adding value to the analysis. Thus, for each method,
after reviewing all abstracts identified in Scopus according to
the keyword combinations above, the articles with the most
relevance for the critical review were selected, for instance, the
articles most cited and in journals with the highest impact
factors. More articles were then found using the “snowballing”
technique [i.e., using the reference list and citations of already
reviewed papers to identify additional potentially relevant papers
for review (Badampudi et al., 2015)]. At the end of this process,
92 articles were kept, which, in our opinion, best represented the
eight methods and how they have been applied to study the CE.

In order to provide guidelines to CE stakeholders such
as policy-makers, scholars, entrepreneurs, non-profits
organizations, we analyzed the methods presented in each
article we found through the literature review and we assessed
their ability to model the CE. The capability of a method to
adequately represent a CE system is considered herein the first
step of a quantitative assessment of its sustainability and is, thus,
the focus of this review. For more details on the consideration
of the triple bottom line by assessment methods, the reader is
directed to the review by Sassanelli et al. (2019).

To that end, each article was categorized according to six
criteria: (1) scope, (2) temporal resolution, (3) data requirements,
(4) data granularity, (5) material efficiency potentials, and
(6) sustainability completeness. First, because CE needs to be
implemented across the micro, meso, and macro scales (Stahel,
2016; Merli et al., 2018), we classified the scope of each method.
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FIGURE 1 | Scope of the literature review and critical analysis framework. The publication years of the articles in the review span from 2000 to 2020 and the articles

reviewed focus primarily on assessment methods used in industrial ecology and complex systems science. The methods are analyzed according to six criteria, which

affect the type of research questions that may be answered.

Second, we assessed the temporal resolution of each method
because the transition from a linear to a circular model of
consumption and production occurs over time (Ghisellini and
Ulgiati, 2020). Hence, it is important to understand the temporal
aspects of the different methods used to analyze the CE. Next,
because data requirements and data granularity may influence
the choice of the assessment method, for instance, depending on
what data are available, we evaluated the data required by each
method and the granularity of data needed. Fifth, we assessed the
method’s approach to measuring material efficiency using three
levels: technical, economic, and market potentials. The technical
potential is the highest level and is not constrained by economics
[in other words, measures that are not cost-effective are included
in this potential (Nadel et al., 2004)]. The economic potential
excludes economically ineffective measures and is, therefore,
smaller than the technical potential. The market (or achievable)
potential is often smaller than the economic potential, and better
reflects observations from the real-world as it depends on the rate
at which individuals and businesses adopt the CE strategies in
practice (Nadel et al., 2004). This last level of analysis is crucial
if the research question is related to the social changes implied
by the CE. For instance, new business models such as those
implied by the sharing economy (or collaborative consumption)
may not be adopted by the overall population and therefore
stay at a niche level or vanish (e.g., Car2Go failure in North

America). Finally, the sustainability completeness criterium aims
at evaluating to what extend each method can quantitatively
assess CE strategies against the three pillars of sustainability
(people, planet, and profit).

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Methods From Industrial Ecology
Life Cycle Assessment
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a standardized method (ISO,
2006a,b) which aims to quantify environmental impacts of
products and avoid burden shifting from one environmental
impact or life cycle stage to another (Hellweg and i Canals, 2014).
It requires identifying and quantifying material and energy flows
throughout a product’s life cycle, which consists of technological
processes from raw materials extraction to the product’s end-of-
life processing (Hellweg and i Canals, 2014). The analyst must
define the life cycle’s boundaries during the initial scoping step of
the LCA. For tractability, LCA analysts often exclude some of a
product’s background processes, which leads to the well-known
limitation of truncation (Agez et al., 2019). Developing the life
cycle inventory (LCI) is the second step of LCAs, which leads
to quantifying environmental impacts in the life cycle impact
assessment (LCIA) step (Hellweg and i Canals, 2014). The basis
for an LCA is the functional unit—a measure that quantifies
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the product or service produced from the life cycle and over
which a product’s life cycle impacts are normalized. Methods
have also been developed to evaluate the economic and social
impacts of a product’s life cycle, called life cycle costing (LCC)
and social life cycle assessment (S-LCA), respectively (Fauzi
et al., 2019). Those developments, along with others such as
the inclusion of temporal and geographical aspects, enable LCA
to answer a variety of sustainability-related questions arising
from increasingly complex production and consumption systems
(Hellweg and i Canals, 2014).

LCA is one of the most widely applied methodologies to
assess circularity (Sassanelli et al., 2019) and aligns with the
current focus of scholars toward the environmental dimension
of the CE (Merli et al., 2018). For example, LCA has been
used to identify potential environmental trade-offs of improving
circularity (Lonca et al., 2018), and LCA combined with LCC has
been used to evaluate the environmental and economic benefits
of applying CE strategies (Laso et al., 2018). An important and
perhaps counterintuitive conclusion from LCA studies is that
circularity metrics, such as the material circularity index (MCI)
from the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, may provide different
conclusions than environmental indicators on which options are
preferable (Lonca et al., 2018; Walker et al., 2018). In addition
to the example given earlier, where a material with recycled
content could be worse off than another virginmaterial (Vendries
et al., 2020), two more examples can be mentioned. First, oxo-
degrading plastic bags may seem more circular as they avoid
the generation of visible waste. In reality, however, those plastic
bags are more polluting to produce as they use more energy
while still contributing to plastic waste [e.g., in the oceans, due
to the microplastics they form when being degraded by UV
light (Imbeault-Tétreault, 2017)]. However, the environmental
impacts of oxo-degrading plastic bags could be reduced using
renewables or due to economies of scale if demand were to
increase. Second, a case study on tires showed that retreading
(replacing the rubber bands on used tires) is the best option
when compared to regrooving (re-carving new grooves in used
tires) when assessed with the MCI (Lonca et al., 2018). This
conclusion, however, does not hold in all the LCA environmental
indicators (e.g., retreading increases environmental impacts in
the resource indicator while regrooving reduces them) (Lonca
et al., 2018). This is explained by the fact that circularity metrics
do not model cause-effect chains of environmental impacts but
rather focus on resource use. However, even in the resource
impact category, LCA conclusions may be at odds with results
from circularity metrics (Lonca et al., 2018). LCA alone, however,
may not always be well-suited to quantifying the effects of CE. For
instance, standardized LCA (ISO, 2006a,b) is typically conducted
on a static system, and all impacts are aggregated (and averaged)
over space and time, which limits its use in the case of the CE
transition as it involves complex evolving systems (e.g., to study
the changes in mobility patterns caused by new business models
from the sharing economy such as Uber).

An essential step of LCA is to define the functional unit,
providing a common ground to compare different impacts
of different systems providing the same function. Indeed, the
characteristics of the functional unit, such as geographical

location and temporal scope, will drive the results of the entire
study. This remark may be especially relevant in the case of the
CE because new consumption patterns, such as those implied
by product-service systems, may entail that the functional unit
changes based on the introduction of the CE strategy. For
instance, commuting to work in traditional mobility systems can
be compared on the basis of a person-kilometer (displacement of
one person over one kilometer) for each mode of transportation.
However, CE systems such as carpooling and car-sharing may
also involve other transportation modes. Moreover, the shares of
transportation modes for a commute may vary with time (e.g.,
depending on the season). Thus, such CE systems may require
a functional unit that encompasses those aspects rather than
simply using the person-kilometer as the basis of the LCA. In
a study of product-service systems, Goedkoop (1999) therefore
proposes the concept of a narrow vs. a wide definition of the
functional unit. For instance, a narrow functional unit definition
for the mobility system mentioned above could be 1 person-
kilometer, whereas a wide functional unit for the same system
could be a household’s monthly transportation activities. This
concept was later applied to account for behavioral change in a
model of smart-homes combining agent-based modeling and a
dynamic LCA (Walzberg et al., 2019). The results of the LCAwere
highly dependent on temporal and behavioral aspects, the latter
accounting for a third of the variance in climate change impact.
This example suggests that LCA alone may not always be enough
to study CE strategies involving social changes. The method
is indeed primarily static, based on linear economy data, and
therefore cannot endogenously capture the impacts of circular
strategy implementation, which involves behavior changes from
individuals and companies alike.

Environmentally Extended Input-Output Analysis
Environmentally extended input-output analysis (EEIOA) shares
the same goal as LCA: to quantify environmental impacts
linked directly or indirectly to a product or service, including
production (but not always including the use or end-of-life
phases) (Jeswani et al., 2010). However, LCA provides a detailed
account of every process involved in the life cycle or a product
system, while EEIOA regroups national inventories to describe
the interdependence between economic sectors (Miller and
Blair, 2009). EEIOA tables are based on national statistics on
industries’ trading information (input-output tables) as well as
their emissions and resource use (environmental extensions).
In comparison to LCA, EEIOA has the advantage of including
every declared monetary transaction in an economy, avoiding
the use of system boundaries and the ensuing truncations (Agez
et al., 2019). Yet even EEIOA has limits as, for instance, the
informal economy is not captured. Thus, in EEIOA, a broader
representation of the supply chain is achieved. However, what
EEIOA gains in breadth, it sacrifices in-depth, or resolution (i.e.,
the technological details of the assessed system). Environmentally
extended multi-regional input-output extends even further the
breadth of the analysis to the global economy (Stadler et al.,
2018).

To a lesser extent than LCA, EEIOA has been used
to study circular strategies (Sassanelli et al., 2019). Wiebe
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et al. (2019), for instance, used the multi-regional input-
output database EXIOBASE in combination with a scenario
from the International Energy Agency (IEA) to model the
economy in 2030 and study the implementation of CE strategies
(recycling, reducing, repair, and re-use). The study found that
CE strategies could reduce raw material extraction by 10%
while increasing employment by 2%. Although such studies
provide useful insights on CE implementation, they do not
enable researchers to quickly adapt the developed model to study
different scenarios because of the complexity of manipulating
the EEIOA database. Thus, CE scenarios need to be modeled
exogenously before being imposed on the EEIO model. To
solve the issue of quickly building and analyzing complex CE
strategy scenarios, Donati et al. (2020) proposed an EEIOA-based
tool capable of modeling two CE strategies: product lifetime
extension and resource efficiency. The authors applied their
tool to study the application of the CE strategies in the EU
construction, transportation, and household goods sectors and
found that those strategies could reduce climate change impact
by 10%.

With respect to CE, the downside of EEIOA is that the
technological “recipes” are heavily aggregated, representing
production averages rather than the manufacture of a specific
product. Thus, individual firms and their specific technological
processes are not represented in EEIOA, making it impossible
to realize a study on a specific product (Suh, 2004) or business
model. Moreover, niche markets of the CE, such as second-
hand products, are not represented in input-output tables; at
best, they are included in a broader economic sector such as
“other manufactured goods” if not excluded entirely. Finally,
another limitation of the method is that it does not provide
insights into temporal dynamics, such as the material stocks
becoming available for re-use (Wiebe et al., 2019). Moreover,
EEIO databases tend to be out of date (because of the amount
of work involved in updating a database), so emerging sectors
and technologies such as those of the sharing economy may not
be represented. As an example, the latest available input-output
tables from the Bureau of economic analysis are from 2012 (BEA,
2020). Finally, because EEIOA is a snapshot of the economy,
it may miss or overrepresent punctual events such as droughts
or recessions.

Material Flow Analysis
Material flow analysis (MFA) describes a system such as a
city or a country in terms of its input and output physical
flows of materials in space and time (Rincón et al., 2013).
MFA starts with the definition of the system boundaries.
Then, all relevant processes and flows of the system are
modeled (Cencic and Rechberger, 2008). A process may be a
transformation, transportation, or storage activity. Flows connect
processes in the same way that intermediate product and
economic flows link processes and economic sectors in LCA
and EEIOA, respectively. The goal of MFA is to understand
the material processes of a system to inform better decisions
related, for instance, to waste management, material availability
constraints, or material disposition (Ethan et al., 2000). While
MFA shares similarities with LCA and EEIOA as models

of the technosphere, the method also demonstrates some
key divergence.

First, in MFA, processes are usually more aggregated than in
LCA and EEIOA. Another difference with LCA is that, often,
not much attention is given to the details of processes (they are
considered black boxes) as researchers are more interested in the
inputs and outputs of the system (Cencic and Rechberger, 2008).
Moreover, MFA usually deals with a small set of materials rather
than all related materials and energy flows of a product and does
not usually focus on environmental impacts. However, similar
to LCA, MFA may be adapted to account for costs rather than
physical flows in so-called material flow cost analysis (MFCA)
(Merli et al., 2018). One of the advantages of MFA, as compared
to LCA and EEIOA, is that the method accounts for hidden flows
of materials (however, depending on the study, some of those
hidden flows may also be accounted for in LCA) (Rincón et al.,
2013). Those hidden flows are constituted of the materials that
are necessary to obtain final goods, but which are not visible in
the economic account, such as wood harvesting losses (Rincón
et al., 2013). The methodology also enables keeping track of
material stocks, which is not the case of LCA or EEIOA (Lopes
Silva et al., 2015). Moreover, similarly to input-output analysis,
MFA can be extended to account for environmental impact
[e.g., with the environmentally-weighted material consumption
indicator (Krausmann et al., 2017)]. Finally, using time series
and projection, temporal aspects can be included in MFA (Park
et al., 2011). In the context of CE, Wiedenhofer et al. (2019), for
instance, developed an economy-wide dynamic MFA to explore
the effect of implementing strong re-use and recycling policies at
the global scale between 2015 and 2050.

There is an obvious alignment between CE and MFA in
the focus on materials, and indeed MFA has been used to
study CE at the country, region, or city scale. Some researchers,
for instance, have applied the method to develop a circularity
metric (Franklin-Johnson et al., 2016), while others have assessed
the circularity of the global economy, the EU, and a city
using an economy-wide MFA framework (Haas et al., 2015;
Voskamp et al., 2017). Voskamp et al. (2017), for instance,
showed that because the material metabolism of the city of
Amsterdam is dominated by trade flows and not consumer-
related consumption flows, the CE will have a limited impact
on the metabolism of the city. Haas et al. (2015) applied MFA
to assess the circularity of global and European material flows.
Both studies concluded that the world, and the EU, are still far
away from achieving a CE as exemplified, for instance, by only 6
and 12.6% recycling rates, respectively. Moreover, a significant
fraction of consumed materials accumulates as in-use stock
and, thus, globally, stocks are growing. The authors critically
conclude that even if recycling rates improve, growing stocks (i.e.,
materials reservoirs such as buildings) will make it difficult to
close the loops (Haas et al., 2015). However, MFA does not enable
modeling what happens with in-use stocks because processes
are considered black-boxes (focusing on the mass balance, fewer
details are given on how the input of processes are used to yield
outputs). Thus, MFA is limited to represent some CE strategies
operating within the in-use stocks such as repairing, refurbishing
and sharing.
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Emergy and Exergy
Another challenge of MFA is the use of mass as a metric,
which neglects the relative values of materials with different
qualitative energy contents; for instance, 1 kJ obtained fromwood
is different from 1 kJ from coal due to the renewable quality of
the former. However, all flows of materials may be considered
as energy flows from an ecological point of view (Huang et al.,
2006). Thus, emergy and exergy have emerged as a solution to this
issue. Rooted in ecology and thermodynamics, emergy is defined
as the sum of all inputs of available energy directly or indirectly
required in a system (or embodied energy) (Pan et al., 2016).With
the help of conversion coefficients, all flows are accounted in the
same unit, the solar equivalent joules (or emjoule), which refers
to the available energy of one kind consumed in transformations.
Therefore, the qualitative nature of the different types of energy
is included in emergy analysis. In the context of CE, emergy
analysis was applied to eco-industrial parks (Pan et al., 2016).
In this study, the use of emergy enabled accounting for the
ecosystem’s contribution to the activities of the industrial park,
such as the amount of energy required by ecological services to
render polluting emissions harmless.

Exergy, on the other hand, is defined as the maximum usable
energy of a material and can be computed for both combustible
and non-combustible materials (Jamali-Zghal et al., 2015). Some
researchers have suggested that exergy could be a relevant metric
to assess circularity (Huysman et al., 2017), as this method has
the advantage of accounting for the thermodynamic limits of
circularity (Abadías Llamas et al., 2019). Contrary to emergy,
the exergy concept does not allow, however, to qualitatively
differentiate different types of energy and, as for emergy, is
limited in its ability to grasp potential environmental impacts
(Sassanelli et al., 2019). A few studies, however, have combined
environmental impact methodologies with exergy analysis to
solve that issue (Yousef and Hassan, 2019).

Methods From Complex Systems Science
System Dynamics
System dynamics (SD) is a computer simulation approach
that aims at understanding complex systems by studying their
feedback mechanisms and non-linear behaviors (Sterman, 2010).
SD describes a system with stocks, flows, and parameters, while
a corresponding set of differential and algebraic equations are
solved through a simulation to get insights into the system’s
dynamics (Filippov, 2004). The method accounts for four
characteristics of complex systems: accumulation of stocks, time
delays, feedback loops, and non-linearities (Franco, 2019). One
strength of SD is that, in addition to quantitative data, it may use
qualitative data to generate robust and accurate models (Luna-
Reyes and Andersen, 2003). One potential drawback is that SD
cannot distinguish eventual heterogeneities in a stock, which in
some cases may make a difference (Filippov, 2004). For instance,
metal recycling leads to the presence of trace contaminants
(due to the presence of different metals in scraps), which may
ultimately limit recycling (Daehn et al., 2017), a fact that is
difficult to model in SD. Moreover, SD usually does not account
for the environmental aspects of sustainability. In the context
of CE, SD has been used to study closed-loop supply chains,

recycling, business models, and product-service systems (Asif
et al., 2016; Franco, 2019).

Discrete Event Simulation
While system dynamics models usually involve a high degree
of aggregation and seek to understand how various feedback
loops affect the system, discrete event simulation (DES) models
represent similar systems in more detail. DES focuses more
on how various deterministic and stochastic events trigger the
dynamics of the system rather than on feedback loops (Morgan
et al., 2017). DES enables researchers to explore progression
through a system—such as that of a product through an assembly
line—and is often used to represent the business processes of
a system. This method is especially suited when the temporal
variation of the states of system constituents is an essential source
of the variability in the system’s outputs (Morgan et al., 2017). SD
and DES may produce very similar results; however, the choice
of the method may influence the system’s boundaries and how
a researcher approaches a problem (Morgan et al., 2017). In the
context of the CE, this choice may be based, for instance, on the
scale of the analysis.

DES has been used to study sustainable manufacturing and
the CE (Gbededo et al., 2018; Charnley et al., 2019). One study
also usedDES to investigate conditions favoring remanufacturing
in the UK (Charnley et al., 2019). In that study, the DES
model represented the remanufacturing process, where the
discrete events described various remanufacturing operations
such as collection, disassembly, inspection, reconditioning, and
reassembly. By focusing on processes, DES is well-suited to study
circular strategies at a micro-scale but may be challenging to
apply at the meso or macro scales (while the reverse is true for
SD). This challenge could be overcome, however, if modeling and
computational resources are sufficient. Finally, similarly to SD,
DES provides a limited account of sustainability if not combined
with other methods.

Agent-Based Modeling
In agent-basedmodeling (ABM), a system is represented through
its various entities (called agents), much like in DES (Wilensky
and Rand, 2015). Agents are heterogeneous individual entities
that may represent various elements, such as organizations,
households, or molecules (Wilensky and Rand, 2015). Moreover,
agents are independent, interact with their environment as well
as with each other, and make their own decisions (Grüne-Yanoff
and Weirich, 2010; Wilensky and Rand, 2015). ABM diverges
from SD and analytical modeling in threemain aspects: (i) agents’
interactions and their results are discrete, (ii) system’s entities
homogeneity is not assumed, (iii) model outputs can be examined
at both individual agent and agent-aggregated levels (Wilensky
and Rand, 2015). ABM is a suitable framework to study complex
systems when the behavior of the modeled system emerges from
the behaviors of the network of agents and their interactions, with
no overall central control (Baustert and Benetto, 2017).

ABM has been applied in the context of CE, for instance,
to study industrial symbiosis (IS) (Ghali et al., 2017; Chahla
and Zoughaib, 2019; Fraccascia et al., 2019). Ghali et al. (2017)
developed an ABM based on the theoretical framework of IS.
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The authors show how IS socio-technical attributes can emerge
from the interactions and behavior of individual plants: they
found, for instance, that both the social structure (i.e., the type of
social network connecting firms) and social dynamics (trust and
IS knowledge diffusion in the network) were important factors
in the creation of industrial synergies (Ghali et al., 2017). While
Ghali et al. (2017) make use of the concept of trust as a driver
of IS, another study looks more precisely at the effect of non-
cooperative behaviors (i.e., when IS actors are self-interested)
(Chahla and Zoughaib, 2019). ABM has also been used to study
recycling behaviors (Meng et al., 2018; Tong et al., 2018; Luo
et al., 2019). In China, change in consumer behavior that leads
to increased waste separation and recycling is seen as critical to
the CE transition (Tong et al., 2018). Thus, Tong et al. (2018)
developed an ABM based on a social psychology model—the
theory of planned behaviors (Ajzen, 1991)—to identify critical
factors in changing consumer behaviors. Finally, ABM has also
been applied to study consumers’ acceptance of new business
models in the CE context (Lieder et al., 2017). Results from that
study show that ABM is suited to analyze different marketing
strategies, such as launching two circular business models at the
same time or the effect of advertisement on the development
of circular business models. While such studies do not provide
information on sustainability metrics directly, they may help
understand the conditions that would favor circularity in a
broader manner.

Because the system’s description is based on the description
of its agents, a strength of the method is its ability to provide
a detailed representation of the entities’ decision process. As
such, the method enables researchers to look for a behavioral
model that more accurately represents the real-life decision
process (Walzberg et al., 2019). When studying CE strategies,
if economic agents always make rational decisions (maximizing
their utility), traditional methods may be well-suited and would
account for the technical, economic, and market potential of
the CE strategies. Otherwise, those methods may fall short of
representing the actual market potential. Indeed, the market
potential may be constrained due to humans thinking with
both a reflective system (leading to rational decisions) and an
automatic system (leading to more instinctive decisions) (Thaler
and Sunstein, 2008), which may divert from techno-economic
optimum. Starting from the bottom-up, ABM often employs
theories from social psychology such as the theory of planned
behavior (Ajzen, 1991) to represent decisions involving both
the reflective and automatic systems (Walzberg et al., 2019).
Weaknesses of the ABM method are, however, the need for
thorough validation and a significant amount of input data
(Rand, 2019), the lack of consistency between how models
are reported (Hinkelmann et al., 2011), and the difficulty to
generalize some models (Hansen et al., 2019).

Operations Research
Operations research (OR) is a broad field that includes multi-
criteria decision-making (MCDM) tools, game theory, and other
optimization techniques (Laengle et al., 2017). OR aims at
facilitating decisions by looking for the best solution to a
given problem (Altay and Green, 2006). For instance, MCDM

enables decision-makers to choose the best alternative based on
quantitative scores when facing the issue of multiple criteria and
disagreements between the alternative’s relative performances on
each criterion (Thies et al., 2019). In the context of CE, Xu
et al. (2018), for instance, used MCDM to evaluate innovations
strategy for wastes from electronic and electrical equipment
(WEEE) recycling in Australia. The authors identified 28 criteria
organized according to the benefits, opportunities, costs, and
risks as well as the triple bottom line frameworks. Then,
they identified 11 CE strategies available to a WEEE recycling
company and found that strategies related to the product
and service perspective (e.g., implement recovery schemes or
information exchange networks) perform the best due to their
ability to create profit and value to the company.

Another OR method used to study CE is game theory. The
method enables describing situations of cooperation and conflict
mathematically (games) and finding the state of equilibrium (if
it exists) under which each player of the game maximizes its
utility (Hargreaves-Heap and Varoufakis, 1995; Palafox-Alcantar
et al., 2020). Although the study of cooperation and conflicts
stemming from CE implementation is still mostly missing from
the literature (Palafox-Alcantar et al., 2020), game theory could
prove beneficial to study conflicts arising from CE actors and
situations favoring cooperation (e.g., to implement industrial
symbiosis). Tan and Guo also used the method to analyze the
interactions between regulators, manufacturers, and recyclers
(Tan and Guo, 2019). While the strength of OR methods is
to provide an optimal (or as close as possible) answer to a
CE research question, they are limited by high computational
requirements and modeling time.

Other Methods
Methods from other fields than industrial ecology and complex
systems science have also been applied to study CE, and each
addresses a specific aspect of the concept. As those methods have
been less used in the CE context, they are presented together in
this section and are not included in the critical analysis. Some of
those methods are also qualitative and, thus, outside the scope of
the review.

First, qualitative research in socio-technical transitions may
be used to frame the issue of implementing CE. The multi-
level perspective framework, for instance, was used to assess
the sustainability of the transition to a more circular economy
in Australia’s metals sector (Jackson et al., 2014). The study
proposes ways to identify the three levels of the multi-level
perspective (landscape, regime, and niche levels) and the tasks
necessary to aid the transition in each of these levels. Next, in
another study, the IPAT equation2 was combined with index
decomposition analysis to assess the potential of the CE transition
for environmental sustainability (Lonca et al., 2019). Various
qualitative or semi-quantitative methods to implement circular
business models have also been proposed (Bocken et al., 2019):
backcasting techniques (which involves starting from the desired
outcome andworking backward to identify initiating conditions),

2Impact = Population
(

capita
)

× Affluence
(

GDP
Capita

)

× Technology (
Impact
GDP ).
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screening tools, eco-design, and “serious games” (i.e., the use of
games for another purpose than entertainment such as stirring
innovation in a company) may help companies redefine their
business models toward circularity. Finally, partial equilibrium
and computable general equilibrium models have also been
proposed to study the CE (Winning et al., 2017; García-Barragán
et al., 2019). Winning et al. (2017), for instance, developed a
computable general equilibrium model to study the economic
effects of potential circular economy policies, suggesting that this
type of model could be useful to assess CE at a macro-scale.

Circularity Metrics
A significant amount of research effort is also dedicated to
designing appropriate metrics to assess CE (Corona et al., 2019).
The future ISO TC323 standard aims to propose consensual
ways of measuring CE (ISO, 2019) and will likely utilize metrics
from existing methods. For instance, LCA metrics have been
used to complement the material circularity indicator (MCI)
and extend the scope of the CE assessment to identify potential
environmental trade-offs that are not necessarily captured by
the MCI (Lonca et al., 2018). Additionally, MFA is used to
define general circularity metrics such as a cyclical use rate
(measuring recycling) and the shares of secondary materials
in the system’s inputs and outputs (Tanzer and Rechberger,
2019) as well as according to the type of resource: energy,
biomass or metals and minerals (Mayer et al., 2019). The
EU is using several indicators grouped into three categories
to measure its member’s circularity performance: sustainable
resource management, societal behavior, and business operations
(European Commission, 2020a). The CE indicators are provided
for each EU member, covering an even wider scope than of a
country. Moreover, on a product level, the EU also developed
sector-specific product environmental footprint category rules
for companies to provide environmental information on their
product in a harmonized way (European Commission, 2020b).
Because of its broader scope, the CE indicators covering the
material footprint of EU members is based on MFA; however,
the product environmental footprint category rules are based
on LCA and the circular footprint formula (Zampori and Pant,
2019). This discussion on metrics further highlights the critical
role of applying and comparing diverse methods to study CE
because each method provides specifics metrics. A complete
review of circularity metrics is, however, out of the scope of
this study.

Combination of Methods
Methods are often combined to alleviate each other’s weaknesses.
LCA has been used in combination with SD, ABM, EEIOA,
and other methods to answer specific questions with more
accuracy (Micolier et al., 2019; Yang, 2019). When SD is
coupled with LCA, it adds temporal aspects to LCA (Peng
et al., 2018), and LCA/SD coupling has been used to assess the
economic and environmental performance of circular product
systems (Asif et al., 2016). In another example of combined
methods, EEIOA was used with ABM to study PV policies
in Indonesia (Al Irsyad et al., 2019). SD and DES have also
been combined, where SD enables the modeler to describe the

system at a macro-scale, and DES can enrich this description
with further details (Morgan et al., 2017). In some cases,
different methods exhibit consistent mathematical structures,
which help facilitate integration. Heijungs and Suh established
such similar mathematical structures between EEIOA and LCA
(and it follows that the methods may be integrated into so-called
hybrid assessments) (Heijungs and Suh, 2002), while Davis et al.
(2009) showed how the technology matrix could be represented
by agents in ABM.

Our review of methods indicates that multiple methods have
only been combined in specific instances (Table 1). Operations
research methods have been extensively combined with methods
from both the industrial ecology and complex systems science
fields. Apart from operations research, it is evident from Table 1

that methods are mostly combined within their respective fields
(i.e., industrial ecology and complex systems science). Moreover,
while MCDM often uses results from other methods (e.g., LCA
indicators), its use has been restrained to assessing specific life
cycle stages and environmental or economic metrics within the
context of the CE (Sassanelli et al., 2019).

However, a review of the strengths and weaknesses of each
method (Table 2) highlights the need for additional work to
combine methods to investigate specific research questions or
case studies related to the CE. For example, in the context
of the CE, ABM could be used to simulate consumers’
waste management behaviors and determine which are the
explanatory factors behind them, while LCAwould inform on the
environmental impacts of such behaviors (Figure 2).

CRITICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the methods presented above and
assess their ability to model the CE, and quantitatively evaluate
its contribution to sustainability. To that end, six criteria were
used: (1) scope, (2) temporal resolution, (3) data requirements,
(4) data granularity, (5) material efficiency potentials, and (6)
sustainability completeness.Table 2 summarizes the results of the
critical analysis.

Evaluating Material Efficiency Potentials
and Sustainability Completeness
Figure 3 compares the methods that were evaluated according
to their propensity to capture the different material efficiency
potentials (technical, economic, and market; defined in section
Review Method and Analysis Framework) and sustainability
completeness that they perform. With respect to sustainability
completeness, most methods are limited in their ability to
account for all sustainability aspects, with the exceptions of
EEIOA and LCA. Input-output analysis was first developed to
provide an economic account of industrial production before
being extended to include environmental and social aspects
[e.g., to track greenhouse gas emissions and employment (Agez
et al., 2019; Joyce et al., 2019)]. On the contrary, LCA was
first developed to account for environmental impacts before
being developed to include economic (with LCC) and social
(with S-LCA) impacts (Fauzi et al., 2019). MFA can evaluate the
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TABLE 1 | Types of analysis covered when combining methods (and example from the literature) and number of results in the scopus database with query string

“TITLE-ABS-KEY [“Method 1” AND (“Method 2”)].

Methods LCA EEIOA MFA and

emergy/exergy

SD DES ABM OR

LCA None 828 303 64 28 34 1,768

EEIOA Hybrid-LCA:

reduces data gaps

in the LCA; adds

details to EEIOA

(Crawford et al.,

2018)

None 141 27 0 7 16

MFA and

emergy/exergy

LCA of large

systems (Turner

et al., 2016)

EEIOA with

information on

material flows

(Hawkins et al.,

2007)

None 22 13 2 156

SD Dynamic LCA of

large systems;

models market

potential (Peng

et al., 2018)

Dynamic EEIOA and

inclusion of

feedback loops;

models market

potential (Cordier

et al., 2017)

Dynamic MFA

revealing causal

mechanisms within

the system; models

market potential

(Gao et al., 2020)

None 394 140 181

DES Dynamic LCA of

small systems and

their processes

(Aalto et al., 2019)

Technological details

on EEIOA industrial

sectors?

Small scale dynamic

MFA; tracks material

flows in production

systems (Widok

et al., 2011)

SD with greater

details on specific

part of the system

(Morgan et al., 2017)

None 242 281

ABM Dynamic LCA of

systems with no

central control;

models market

potential (Micolier

et al., 2019)

Dynamic analysis

integrating

microeconomic and

macroeconomic

data; models market

potential (Al Irsyad

et al., 2019)

Dynamic MFA of

systems with no

central control;

models market

potential (Bollinger

et al., 2012)

SD of systems

where heterogeneity

and emergence

matters; models

market potential

(Brailsford et al.,

2019)

DES of technical

infrastructure

populated with

individuals; models

market potential

(Abel and Faust,

2020)

None 59

OR LCA of a system

optimal state;

decision when faced

with multiple

conflicting criteria

(Thies et al., 2019)

Macroeconomic

impact of optimal

local value chains;

decision when faced

with multiple

conflicting criteria

(Johansen et al.,

2017)

Optimization of

material flows

(Cooper et al., 2020)

SD models system,

OR finds optimal

system

configuration;

decision when faced

with multiple

conflicting criteria

(Linnéusson et al.,

2020)

DES models system,

OR finds optimal

system

configuration;

decision when faced

with multiple

conflicting criteria

(Linnéusson et al.,

2020)

DES models system,

OR finds optimal

system

configuration;

decision when faced

with multiple

conflicting criteria

(Wu et al., 2020)

None

ABM, agent-based modeling; SD, system dynamics; MFA, material flow analysis; EEIOA, environmentally extended input output analysis; LCA, life cycle assessment; OR, operations
research; DES, discrete event simulation.

contribution of a system to the environmental and economic
pillars of sustainability but do not usually account for social
aspects (Merli et al., 2018), while emergy and exergy focus on the
environment through energy accounting. The literature analyzed
herein also shows that methods from complex systems science
usually focus on one of the sustainability pillars, tracking one or a
few metrics at a time (e.g., rate of adoption of a technology, waste
generated, or greenhouse gas emissions).

The ability of each method to capture material efficiency
potentials also varies. For example, technical and economic
potentials may be evaluated with LCA, EEIOA, and
MFA/exergy/emergy. These methods, however, make it difficult
to account for the market potential of CE strategies as they
do not usually require collecting detailed data on the market

level (consumers and individual firms), such as the rate of
adoption of new technology. Methods from complex systems
science, on the other hand, may be better adapted to represent
market dynamics and, thus, evaluate the market potential of
CE strategies. ABM and SD, for example, are the only methods
that enable studying all three material efficiency potentials.
However, their approaches for capturing these three potentials
differ: SD is a top-down approach that defines a system in terms
of flows and stocks, while ABM represents the system from a
bottom-up perspective. These methods, however, are limited
when studying environmental issues. Therefore, depending on
the research question, it may be necessary to combine methods
from different fields when assessing the CE contribution
to sustainability.
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TABLE 2 | Strengths and weaknesses of reviewed methods with respect to CE—the elements of the table (e.g., weaknesses) may not be exhaustive in order to stay

concise and focus the analysis on CE.

Method Research question Scale of most

common

application

Strengths Relevance to CE

(numbers 1,

2…correspond to

related strengths)

Weaknesses Potential solution

(letters A, B…

correspond to

related

weaknesses)

Circularity

metric(s)

Industrial ecology

LCA What are the

environmental

impacts related to a

product or system?

Micro/meso

(product, supply

chain)

1. Models

technological

processes and

their various

impacts on the

environment

2. Systemic view

3. Also accounts for

socio-economic

impacts

(1) Able to assess

the sustainability

of the CE

(2,3) Avoidance of

impact

displacements

A. Data intensive

B. Does not model

market potential

C. Static

(A) Sensitivity

analysis

(B,C) Combination

with other

methods (e.g.,

EEIOA, ABM)

Raw Material

Consumption

(RMC),

Environmental

Interventions (LCI),

Environmental

Impact (LCIA)

EEIOA What are the

environmental

impacts related to

an economic

system?

Macro (world,

country)

1. Models

economic

sectors and their

various impacts

on the

environment

2. Systemic view

3. Can account for

socio-economic

impacts

4. Incorporates

system boundary

beyond a single

process

(1) Able to assess

the sustainability

of the CE

(2) Avoidance of

impact

displacements

(3) Looks at CE as a

whole

A. Fewer

environmental

interventions

accounted for

than in LCA

B. Does not model

market potential

C. Static

(A) Use of LCA

databases to

complement

environmental

assessment

(B,C) Combination

with other

methods (e.g.,

ABM, SD)

Raw Material

Consumption

(RMC), Material

Footprint (MF),

Circularity gap index

(CGI), Waste ratio,

Environmental

Interventions (LCI),

Environmental

Impact (LCIA)

MFA and

emergy/exergy

What are the

material (or energy)

flows and stocks

related to a system?

Macro (world,

country, region)

1. Accounts for

stocks

2. Systemic view

(1) Assesses

material use

(2) Analyzes

trade-offs

A. Fewer

environmental

interventions

accounted for

than in LCA

B. Lack of details

on system

processes

C. Does not model

market potential

D. Static

(A) Use of LCA

databases to

complement

environmental

assessment

(B) Combination

with other

methods (e.g.,

SD)

Direct Material Input

(DMI), Total Material

Requirement (TMR),

Total Domestic

Output (TDO),

Domestic Material

Consumption

(DMC), Processed

Material (PM), Raw

Material

Consumption

(RMC), Material

Footprint (MF), Net

Addition to Stock

(NAS).

Complex systems science

SD How do underlying

system structures

influence the

behavior of complex

dynamic systems

(e.g., systems with

interdependence,

mutual interaction,

information

feedback, and

circular causality)?

Macro/meso (world,

country, region)

1. Models decisions

that are not

necessarily

rational

2. Represents

market dynamics

and social

system behavior

3. Information on

parts and whole

of the system

4. Includes

feedback loops

5. Dynamic

(1) Able to model

market potential

(2) Able to explore

relationships

between system

structure and

social and

market dynamics

(3) Able to model

CE transitions at

various scales

(4) Captures

feedback loops,

which are

important to

industrial

symbiosis

A. Does not always

include details on

system

processes

B. Can be more

data intensive

C. Can be difficult

to generalize

(A) Combination

with other

methods (e.g.,

ABM, DES)

(B) Calibration and

sensitivity

analysis

(C) Simple, general

model with

further

refinements

End-of-life rates, Net

Addition to Stock

(NAS), Raw Material

Consumption

(RMC), Waste ratio,

Waste and recycling

per capita,

Decoupling factor,

Value added at

factor cost

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Method Research question Scale of most

common

application

Strengths Relevance to CE

(numbers 1,
2…correspond to
related strengths)

Weaknesses Potential solution

(letters A, B…
correspond to
related weaknesses)

Circularity

metric(s)

(5) Able to model

the CE over time

DES What is the

sequence of

(eventually

stochastic) events

that triggers the

dynamics of a

system?

Micro (product, firm) 1. Detailed

description of

processes

2. Represents

randomness of

events

3. Dynamic

(1) Help rethink

processes within

circular

strategies

(2) Able to model

the CE over time

A. Data intensive

B. Focus on

micro-scale

C. Does not include

feedback loops

(A) Calibration and

sensitivity

analysis

(B,C) Combination

with other methods

(e.g., SD)

Raw Material

Consumption

(RMC), Waste ratio,

Decoupling factor,

Value added at

factor cost

ABM What are the

interactions among

a systems’ individual

parts and how do

they drive its overall

behavior?

Micro/meso

(consumer, firm,

product, supply

chain)

1. Models

heterogeneity

(system structure

is not prescribed)

2. Represents social

interactions

3. Models decisions

that are not

necessarily

rational

4. Information on

parts and whole

of the system

5. Includes

feedback loops

6. Dynamic

(1) Explore

relationships

between various

actors in the CE

(2) Requires

industrial

symbiosis and

social change

(3) Able to model

market potential

(4) Able to model

CE transitions at

various scales

(5) Industrial

symbiosis

captures

feedback loops,

which are

important to

industrial

symbiosis

(6) Able to model

the CE over time

A. Data intensive

B. Difficult to

validate

C. Difficult to

generalize

(A) Calibration and

sensitivity

analysis

(B) Simple, general

model with

further

refinements

End-of-life rates,

Raw Material

Consumption

(RMC), Waste ratio,

Waste and recycling

per capita,

Decoupling factor,

Value added at

factor cost

OR What is the best

solution for a

decision-making

problem?

Micro/meso

(consumer, firm,

product, supply

chain)

1. Aims at finding

the optimal

solution

2. Suitable for

representing

cooperation

(1) Identification of

the best strategy

(2) Requires

industrial

symbiosis

A. Computationally

intensive

B. Solution may not

exist or there

may be an infinity

of solutions

C. Static

(A) Simplify model

(B) Use of heuristics

(C) Combination

with other

methods (ABM,

SD…)

End-of-life

(recycling, reusing…)

rates, Raw Material

Consumption

(RMC), Waste ratio,

Decoupling factor,

Value added at

factor cost

Assessing Scope and Temporal Resolution
Methods also differ by their scope and temporal resolution

(Figure 4). Regarding scope, LCAs are usually constructed

at a meso scale, although they have been used to assess

larger systems when combined with other approaches

(Dandres et al., 2011; Querini and Benetto, 2015). EEIOA,

however, covers a broader scope from a country to the

global economy. MFA and emergy/exergy methods are

usually applied to study regions or countries. Regarding

the micro scale, DES looks primarily at industrial
processes. Finally, ABM and SD are flexible in their scope,
albeit the number of agents in practice limits ABM for
computational reasons.

With respect to the temporal resolution, ABM and SD
both consider time as discrete3, but they can include different
temporal scales, from an hour, or less, to years. DES models
may also have various temporal scales, although they are
rarely used to study long-term phenomena. All other methods
covered in the review are static (i.e., they do not account
for time), although, in some cases, they can be modified to
include temporal aspects. Levasseur et al. (2010), for instance,
defined dynamic characterization factors to consider the fate
of CO2 emissions in the atmosphere when performing LCA,
and although EEIOA does not account for economic evolution,

3Although SD uses differential equations, they are solved numerically.
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FIGURE 2 | An example of the use of combined ABM and LCA in the context of the circular economy. The ABM method could enable representing the decisions of

the various actors of the CE (e.g., consumers, manufacturers, and recyclers) while LCA allows the evaluations of the environmental impacts stemming from those

decisions. Typical decisions for consumers would be, for instance, to recycle a product or dump it with the regular trash.

partial equilibrium and computable general equilibrium models
may alleviate that issue. It is worth noting that although dynamic
LCA is uncommon among practitioners, serious progress has
been made by scholars toward incorporating dynamic aspects,
including the publication of several frameworks (Beloin-Saint-
Pierre et al., 2020). Finally, current industrial ecology methods
may lead to errors in the estimation of landfills’ impacts
due to leachates, as the environmental models suffer from
insufficient regionalization and compartmentation (Turner et al.,
2017). Moreover, practitioners often adopt assumptions that
underestimate long-term emissions (Turner et al., 2017). This
is especially critical when assessing EOL options of products
containing heavy metals such as electronics and batteries (Rydh
and Karlström, 2002; Raugei et al., 2012). The regionalized
IMPACT world+ method, however, alleviates some of those
issues (Bulle et al., 2019).

Assessing Data Requirements and
Granularity
The reviewed methods also differ in the amount and type
of data they require (Figure 5). Due to its high level of
detail, LCA requires a large amount of data (e.g., material
and physical flows for the LCI and information on emissions
fate for the LCIA). Comparatively, EEIOA only uses economic
flows to model the system and does not account for as many
environmental interventions as LCA (Huysman et al., 2016).
MFA and emergy/exergy also require a moderate amount of
data as they do not intend to model the system’s processes in
detail and focus on material and energy use rather than a broad
range of environmental impacts (although exergy analysis may

require a high quantity of data related to energy depending on the
study). Although, in theory, OR methods could be used to study
extensive systems in detail, in practice, this is not the case due to
the high computational requirements andmodeling time. Finally,
other methods from complex systems science usually require a
great amount of data.

With regards to the type of data, MFA and emergy/exergy
use highly granular data, tracking all flows of a single material
(or substance) and energy, respectively. In the same vein,
LCA involves disaggregated data on intermediate products and
environmental flows. Due to the scope of the method, EEIOA
works with aggregated economic data (economic flows are
tracked between broad economic sectors rather than processes),
while complex systems science methods most often deal with
highly granular data.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Each
Method With Respect to CE Assessment
Table 2 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of each of
the reviewed methods with respect to its ability to assess the
sustainability performance of the CE. We list the type of research
questions of the eight main methods (or groups of methods)
identified in section two, their strengths, their relevance to
the CE, their weaknesses, potential solutions to overcome their
weaknesses, and the main output metrics of each method.

Because the CE is a broad concept, we found that eachmethod
reviewed here is relevant for studying at least one aspect of the
CE (refer to Table 2 for details). MFA approaches are relevant
to study material use in a system while accounting for stocks
and loops and are therefore particularly suited to examining
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FIGURE 3 | Capacity of reviewed methods to capture material efficiency

potentials and sustainability completeness. Industrial ecology methods are

limited to the techno-economic potential, while complex systems science

methods allow studying the three material efficiency potentials (see ordinate).

The directions of the figure’s axis do not denote superiority but rather a logical

order (e.g., the technical potential may be modeled before the economic and

market potential). ABM, agent-based modeling; SD, system dynamics; MFA,

material flow analysis; EEIOA, environmentally extended input-output analysis;

LCA, life cycle assessment; OR, operations research; DES, discrete event

simulation.

circularity strategies related to closing the loops. In general,
industrial ecology methods are suitable to assess the potential
of the CE for sustainability, though they may not be best suited
to studying market material efficiency potentials. There are two
main reasons why industrial ecology methods fall short in doing
so: (1) they are inherently static, and (2) they focus on the
technological network rather than the social network of the socio-
technical systems. Conversely, simulation methods such as ABM
and SD are better suited to represent such market dynamics
because they naturally include the system’s temporal aspects and
can represent social interactions. This strength is particularly
relevant for the study of the CE transition. Indeed, the transition
involves a wide range of actors (e.g., recyclers, producers,
and consumers) that are connected through a social network.
Moreover, the implementation of CE strategies occurs over time
and depends on the interrelation of both the technological and
social networks of the system. Simulation methods often require
many different and complex types of data, but sensitivity analysis
and calibration techniques may prove effective in mitigating
this issue.

Overall, we find that no single method is currently able
to capture all the important aspects of the CE. For example,
traditional complex systems science methods lack metrics
related to sustainability and industrial ecology methods lack

FIGURE 4 | Scope and temporal resolution of reviewed methods. Industrial

ecology methods are static methods, although they may be modified to

include temporal aspects while complex systems science methods are

dynamic. Both fields include methods that are more appropriate to the micro,

meso, and macro scales. ABM, agent-based modeling; SD, system dynamics;

MFA, material flow analysis; EEIOA, environmentally extended input-output

analysis; LCA, life cycle assessment; OR, operations research; DES, discrete

event simulation.

dynamic modeling capabilities. These gaps highlight the need for
combining multiple methods to better assess the sustainability
performance of the CE. Several prior studies have done just
that. They have used hybrid approaches, which combine multiple
methods, to take advantage of the strengths of each andminimize
their weaknesses (Table 1). For example, a combination of SD
and DES presents the ability to model over multiple scales. In
addition, hybrid assessment combining LCA and EEIOA may
help alleviate the issue of data gaps in LCA (Agez et al., 2019),
thus enabling the assessment of a CE strategy on a particular
product as well as its economy-wide consequences. However,
these methods have, thus far, not been applied as broadly as
individual methods when it comes to analyzing the CE, and these
combined approaches have generally only integrated methods
within the same fields of research (e.g., EEIOA and LCA or SD
and DES).

The results of this work indicate that combining methods
across disciplines may prove particularly fruitful. An exciting
avenue for future research could be to combine methods
from complex systems science and industrial ecology with
methods from operations research such as MCDM. In such
an endeavor, the behavior of the studied system could be
simulated with SD or ABM, while LCA or EEIOA (depending
on the scope of the analysis) could provide information on
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FIGURE 5 | Type and amount of data required by reviewed methods. Data

requirement (the amount of data needed by the method) is correlated to the

data granularity (the level of precision of the data used by the method). ABM,

agent-based modeling; SD, system dynamics; MFA, material flow analysis;

EEIOA, environmentally extended input-output analysis; LCA, life cycle

assessment; OR, operations research; DES, discrete event simulation.

the environmental impact of envisioned CE strategies. Lastly,
MCDM could provide policy-makers with a fundamental basis
to choose the best alternatives when disagreements occur within
the included metrics. Another advantage of combining methods
could be to extend the scope of the analysis. In doing so,
unforeseen consequences that could dim the socioeconomic and
environmental benefits of the CE, such as the rebound effect,
could be captured. In collaborative consumption models, for
instance, such environmental and socioeconomic rebound could
occur (Walzberg et al., 2020a,b). As indicated in Table 1, further
research is needed to streamline the combination of methods
from different fields.

Limits of the Review
Other methods, such as integrated assessment models, have been
used to study sustainability and the bioeconomy but have not
been applied formally to CE yet (Lee, 2017). The purpose of this
review was not to be exhaustive, however, but rather to give an
overview and guidance over the methods that have mostly been
used to study circular strategies. Moreover, for each method, we
did not analyze all the articles applying the method to the study
of circular strategies.

Summary and Analysis Implications
Based on our review of the literature, a variety of methods
have been applied to assess the performance of the CE and
its contribution to sustainability. We reviewed the approaches

that have been used thus far and documented their strengths
and weaknesses. The methods were further categorized into
two fields: industrial ecology and complex systems science.
Consistent with prior research (Merli et al., 2018), we find the
highest number of articles related to CE assessment methods
have come from the industrial ecology field. While methods from
industrial ecology are able to characterize the sustainability of
the CE, they are generally static and are, therefore, unable to
capture market dynamics or social changes associated with CE
transitions. However, the review also indicates that methods from
complex systems science could play a critical role in helping CE
stakeholders because these methods can incorporate the three
material efficiency potentials along with temporal aspects, which
allows for studying social changes that are essential for CE
transitions. Despite the potential benefits of utilizing methods
from complex systems science, we find that none of the methods
that we reviewed can holistically assess the performance of a
CE. It is also worth mentioning that most industrial ecology
methods were developed based on the concept of sustainable
production rather than sustainable consumption, which can
create some constraints when evaluating some CE strategies.
Complex systems science methods and further developments of
industrial ecology methods (e.g., the development of Life cycle
sustainability assessment combining LCA, LCC, and S-LCA)
could, therefore, help study the consumption and production side
of CE altogether.

The results of this work, particularly Tables 1, 2, will hopefully
help guide CE researchers and policy-makers in their choice of
an assessment method or combination of methods. First, the
type of research question should provide a guideline toward what
method to favor. Second, since assessment methods are more
adapted to the macro scale (e.g., EEIOA and SD) or to the micro-
scale (e.g., LCA and DES), the scope of the analysis should be
defined. The temporal resolution should also be considered: one
may opt for a static method (i.e., if the research question is
to establish the degree of circularity of an existing system) or
a dynamic method (i.e., to study the effect of specific policies
or technological advancement). The types of metrics that are
desired (e.g., environmental vs. circularity metrics), along with
constraints on data availability and computational resources, may
further limit the possible choices. The weaknesses of eachmethod
should also be understood and considered when choosing an
assessment method. This work further indicates that combining
multiple methods could be a powerful way to overcome these
challenges because the strength of one method may be able to
mitigate another’s weakness (Table 1). Finally, although we did
not review qualitative methods in detail, they could provide
analytical frameworks for quantitative models. The multi-level
perspective, for instance, can support the development of ABM
when looking at transition phenomena (Hansen et al., 2019).

Finally, to answer the question in the title, it seems from the
literature review that while a variety of existing methods could
be used to assess the sustainability performance of the CE, they
all have weaknesses that prevent them from addressing all of the
components of CE transitions (e.g., the complex, dynamic, social,
environmental, multi-actor, and multi-sector components of the
CE). A great variety of methods can be (and have been) applied
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and combined to study circularity, and these existing methods
can answer a significant number of research questions. However,
no method is able to answer questions about the CE holistically.
Thus, we find that while research on a single newmethodmay not
be needed, additional research is needed to develop a framework
that combines existing methods to better accommodate all the
necessary components for analyzing the CE.

It is also important to note that while this work did not
perform a detailed assessment of CE metrics, better circularity
metrics (e.g., that encompass environmental considerations)
are also still being developed (Corona et al., 2019). A further
discussion about metrics is, however, out of the scope of this
review. What also seems paramount for CE, regardless of the
focus (methods or metrics), is to improve communication and
distillation of research results. This issue often arises when
reporting sustainability studies such as LCA (Briem et al., 2019;
Galindro et al., 2019) and should be avoided as CE transition
occurs. Lastly, there is also a need for easy to use tools
for practitioners [e.g., such as the EPA’s sustainable materials
management prioritization tools (EPA, 2020)] and improved data
collection methods (e.g., through big data analysis) in order to
support decision-making and modeling purposes (e.g., data on
waste management are often lacking).

CONCLUSION

This review strives to identify the strengths and weaknesses of
methods that are currently used to model and quantitatively
assess the contribution of the CE to sustainability. We find
that most of the methods that have been applied thus far have
come from industrial ecology. However, the fields of complex
systems science and operations research could add relevant
dimensions when studying research questions involving, for
instance, social changes or multiple metrics. Thus, combining
methods may be a great way to gain more insights on how

to transition effectively from a linear to a circular economy,
and should include clear communication of study results
and limitations.
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